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research. The award is organized by the Technology Transfer Oﬃces of UvA-HvAAMC and VU & VUmc.
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Algorithm to predict online group effectiveness in
real-time based on social network structures in
organizations
The nature of the detected problem as well as the suggested solution is Big Data
related. In organizations, people organize themselves informally by means of online communities or Enterprise Social Networks (e.g. Yammer, Jive, IBM Connections). People spend more and more time on these social networks, not always
with satisfying results. At the same time, more and more data is collected about
interaction and communication on these social networks.
The goal is to develop an algorithm which predicts the probable eﬀectiveness of
an online group in real-time, by examining the data that is generated in the group
and by the group members outside of the focal group in other groups of the associated online community. The algorithm can then be used as a guide for the
group owner and community managers to provide tools to make interventions
such as inviting speciﬁc people to the group, or change some properties of the
group in order to increase the likelihood of the group becoming more eﬀective.
The algorithm uses social network structures of the group members together
with attributes of the group in order to determine the eﬀectiveness of the online
group. This approach is novel, both theoretic as practical.

My name is Bas Reus. I work as an external Ph.D. candidate at the VU, Faculty of
Social Sciences, department Organizational Sciences. My professor is Peter Groenewegen. I am employed by Favela Fabric, who is funding my research which is
done in corporation with the Faculty of Sciences, department Computer Sciences.
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GlassKIT for sustainable installation, construction
and maintenance
Installers and constructors need a lot of information and functions necessary
to properly carry out their work. Technical installations are becoming more and
more complex. The needed information is diﬀerent at each situation and should
be easily accessible without hands.
The GlassKIT provide all the information on the user glasses during work. An engineer or technician can select tasks with free hands. Step by step instructions and
construction drawings can be displayed. With hand gestures and voice notes can
be taken and be used again by the next engineer.
Learning moments can be presented. Colleagues can watch with you and help
you from long distance. Together with a product supplier the correct parts can
be ordered.
The GlassKIT uses the latest technology like Google Glass, Augmented Reality,
Computer Vision.
The GlassKIT provides: Lower costs, higher quality and more safety.

Gideon Bazen is knowledge networker and ICT teacher at the university of applied sciences Amsterdam (HVA). He’s responsible for innovation and ICT student
projects. He brings ideas, companies, researchers and students together for new
innovative opportunities. Gideon is involved in valorization of concepts developed
at the HVA and setting up breeding grounds for ICT student start-up ventures.
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Streptococcus oligofermentans, a novel probiotic for
caries prevention
Dental caries (tooth decay) is still a majority oral health problem, despite the
application of caries preventive agents, like ﬂuoride toothpaste. People who are
highly susceptible to caries often respond poorly to the common caries-preventive products. We suggest an alternative preventive solution by modulating oral
microbial ecology. Our idea is to allow a healthy bacterial species, Streptococcus
oligofermentans, to colonize at the caries-susceptible sites by incorporating this
bacterial species into functional food products, like chewing gum, and thereafter inhibit cariogenic bacterial species and restore a healthy oral microﬂora. Our
experimental data showed S. oligofermentans had similar capability to survive
under caries forming condition as the cariogenic bacterial species. Most specially, it could convert the lactic acid produced by cariogenic bacterial species into
hydrogen peroxide and inhibit the harmful bacterial species. Therefore, S. oligofermentans could be a compelling probiotic candidate for caries prevention. It
will be especially useful for the caries-susceptible populations and the sites in a
dentition where pH is constantly low.
Dr. Deng, who is leading this project, is an assistant professor, working at the
Department of Preventive Dentistry, ACTA. Her passion is to apply scientiﬁc knowledge to solve the dental problem.
Dental caries (tooth decay) is a major oral health problem in most industrialized
countries, aﬀecting 60–90% of schoolchildren and the vast majority of adults.
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Re-scan Confocal Microscopy (RCM) to see cells
sharper
Microscopes are built to make sharp images of an object such as cancer cells with
a strong magniﬁcation. However, magniﬁcation is limited due to poor resolution.
We have invented a new super-resolution microscope with 40% resolution improvement. “Re-scan Confocal Microscopy” (RCM) is based on a standard microscope extended with two optical scanners forming the heart of the microscope.
One scanner “reads the cell” and the other scanner, the re-scanner, “writes the
image” on a CCD camera. With this simple “scan-and-rescan” trick we create an
additional step of magniﬁcation and therefore obtain super-resolution.
After the invention and some theoretical calculations, we built the ﬁrst RCM and
tested it on test samples and real cells. These ﬁrst experiments indeed proved
that the cells are 40% sharper. Recently, we constructed a product prototype,
which looks like a small box that can be plugged-in in-between a standard microscope and a camera. This modular approach simpliﬁes the integration of the
RCM-box in an existing set-up and, moreover, limits the costs of the system. We
are now at the point to start up a company to commercialize RCM.
Erik Manders, Giulia De Luca, Ronald Breedijk, UvA, FNWI/SILS/Mol.Cytology /
LCAM
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Traceability of horticultural products based on natural isotopic composition
The Netherlands is after the US the largest export country of agricultural products
worldwide. There is an increasing demand for conﬁdence in labelling and origin
of food, as a result of recent food scandals. Therefore, UvA started a project together with Naktuinbouw, Helderman greenhouses and VU, investigating the geographical origin of horticultural products based on natural isotopic composition.
Most foods contain a ﬁngerprint of the environment: the stable isotopic composition of elements from which the plant is built, depending on regional geological/
climatic factors. A direct correlation between these factors and properties of
locally produced food allows the creation of isotope proﬁle maps to trace the
origin of products. The ﬁrst results of the project show that isotope measurements provide a promising tool for agricultural product traceability. The method
has potential to become a worldwide standard due to development of databases
together with the horticultural sector, and will be extended to other products
based on consumer/market demands, validated and made available as a service
to the sector.

Dr. Eva de Rijke is a researcher in the Mass Spectrometry Group of UvA/SILS who
did her PhD in Analytical Chemistry at the VU, and previously worked as a scientist/project manager in food research.
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Supreme City - Indestructible bicycle tire
Supreme Dutch has developed a universal – indestructible bicycle tire. This
means never ﬂat or soft tires anymore! The suspension consists out of a unique
combination of resilient polymers. For this reason, a constant pressure is guaranteed. The tire can be mounted on all types of bicycle rims with the help of a
unique tightening system. During tightening, the shape of the tire will deform to
the shape of the speciﬁc rim. This makes the product unique and universal applicable! The mounting system is designed user-friendly, so the tire can be mounted
quick and easily. The idea of the “Supreme City” tire is created by two mechanical
engineers, who also possess good commercial qualities and intentions. The company intends to focus primarily on national and international bicycle ‘hire and
loan’ companies. These companies want to provide a reliable bike experience to
their customers and can save on maintenance costs with the “Supreme City” tire.
The tire has an increased lifetime compared to the conventional air tire and is
also fully recyclable. We, as Supreme Dutch, see also opportunities to implement
the tire on ultimate city (electric) bicycle brands and strives to achieve to make
the Supreme Dutch tires obtainable to everyone.

Kevin Kesteloo and Neil van den Haak, students HvA, Leeuwenburg
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Tropler
What do you do when suddenly the washing machine breaks down? You call the
supplier, right? Then you ask them to send a service guy, they say they will and
then give you his time of arrival. The mechanic will visit your place the next day;
somewhere between 7 am and 12 pm. Actually you are not able to stay home
for such a long time. This time frame is inconvenient; because it means you will
not be able to go to work. That is when you start thinking: “Wouldn’t it be nice if
there was no time frame, but I exactly knew when the service provider arrived at
my place?” Tropler (www.tropler.nl) solves this problem, by giving the customer
access to the exact arrival time of the service provider.

My name is Loran Gailliaert (24), and together with Martijn van Amersfoort
(23), Vincent van der Bijl (27) and Sjoerd Cuypers (21) we developed this service
during the minor Entrepreneurship at the UvA.
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Toys for elderly
The population is growing older. Dementia, boredom and loneliness are actual
and concerning themes in the society today. If we want to buy a present for newly born or older children, we stumble over websites, shops and endless possibilities. If we want to buy a present for our grandmother or grandfather, who might
be disabled, bad sighted or starting to have cognitive problems, we hardly have
any possibilities. Why not introduce toys for the elderly? Enjoyment, humour and
playfulness are proven methods in medical literature that can beneﬁt elderly with
dementia, Alzheimer or depression.
During Grit Project, an initiative of the Amsterdam Center for Entrepreneurship,
a ﬁrst and winning idea in this product line was designed by students from the
Gerrit Rietveld Academy and other Amsterdam institutions in higher education. The beautiful and stylish design includes a product, ball shaped, which can
be adapted to be used for people with diﬀerent stages of dementia. We believe
this project addresses an important lack of focus on a growing group of elderly in
our society.

We, Marike Maijers and Rieky Dikmans are both doctors and researchers at
VUmc and owners of a start-up Koester & Vlijt that aims to ﬁnd innovative and
out of the box solutions for common problems we encounter in health care or
medicine.
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A foodproduct to retain your brain
Alcohol consumption can cause major brain damage. This damage results in
impaired cognitive performances and mental health risks. We designed a product that will limit the negative eﬀects of alcohol on (mental) health, and create
awareness for the dangers of alcoholic consumptions. The idea is to create a
snack that can be consumed before drinking, and create a drink that can be consumed after drinking alcohol. This snack and drink will contain all the nutrients
that are needed to limit the negative eﬀects of alcohol on the brain and the rest
of the body. Our product idea is based on a study that showed that cell death as a
result of alcohol consumption can be reduced with 95%.
We are Yael Ashruf (medical student UvA) and Rizgar Saltik (psychobiology student UvA) and we want to help people to stay mentally healthy.
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Super�luous supplements: counter-marketing ineffective dietary supplements to stop wasting resources
More than 85,000 diﬀerent combinations of supplements – e.g. vitamins, minerals, and omega-3 fatty acids - are being marketed for daily use by the general
population. However, except for some speciﬁc indications (e.g. folate use during
pregnancy), evidence for their eﬃcacy is strikingly limited.
One could say: there is no harm in trying. However, increasing evidence reports
harmful eﬀects of several dietary supplements. For example, instead of the
claimed beneﬁcial eﬀects, β-carotene, vitamin E, and possibly high doses of vitamin A supplements actually increase mortality.
This widespread supplement use despite lacking scientiﬁc evidence for their effectiveness, may be due to an imbalance between strong promoting forces and
lacking regulation. On the one hand, supplement producing multinationals have
strong commercial interests, and consequently heavily advertise supplements. On
the other hand, as opposed to the beforehand testing of adverse eﬀects of medicines, supplement safety is only monitored when problems/complaints arise,
because they are seen as general nutritional products.
Therefore, we would like to restore this balance by (I) bringing recent scientiﬁc
knowledge to the public, and (II) counter-act the lobbying and marketing powers
of supplement producers. This would prevent (I) waste of resources and (II) use
of potentially harmful ineﬀective supplements.

Drs. Roel Mocking (MSc) studied medicine at the Academic Medical Center, University of Amsterdam, and currently investigates biological vulnerability for psychiatric disorders during his PhD-research at the Department of Psychiatry of the
same institute.
Dr. Johanna Assies, is a senior investigator biological psychiatry at the Department of Psychiatry of the Academic Medical Center of the University of Amsterdam.
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ByeBike, eBike sharing concept Amsterdam
ByeBike is a service in which electrical bicycles are made available for shared use.
The main purpose is transportation: bike-share allows people to depart from any
place where these bikes can be found and arrive at point where these bikes can
be parked, free from the worries of ownership.
Because modern day cities are congested with bicycles there is demand for sharing bikes. Smartphone apps make bike-share use easy, safe and predictable, allowing for greater distances to be covered.
ByeBike will provide for an infrastructure within Amsterdam, making it able
to charge the e-bikes anywhere in the city. ByeBike will make use of induction
charging so no cables are required: user friendly, safe and easy to use.
The use of an e-bike will be fully managed and controlled by a smartphone app:
(un)locking, charging, route planning. It will also provide the ByeBike organisation
with data that can be used to optimize bicycle- and infrastructure deployment.
The concept is aimed mainly at those commuting to work in Amsterdam by public
transport and to those working within Amsterdam but need to travel within the
city between multiple locations. But everybody who prefers a more ﬂexible way
of transport than public transport can provide for will be welcomed as customer.

Sid van Wijk, HvA Student, CleanTech
Fellow participants: Manouk van der Wal, Jorden van der Hoogt, Martin Droog,
Renee Cornelissen
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A toolbox to motivate, train and support process optimization in MRO SME’s
Organizations in varies sectors are struggling to remain proﬁtable due to the economic crisis. Therefore these organizations are trying to improve their processes
with varies process optimization techniques such as Lean and Six Sigma. Only ten
percent of these organization have been successful in implementing these techniques as the implementation is a daunting task. Literature indicates that process
optimization should be addressed as a social technical system, what currently is
not the case. Tools are just randomly applied to problems these tools were not
designed for, resulting in failure. To assist these organization, a platform must be
developed that integrates motivation, training and support and focusses these
on the use of optimization tools. Approaching it as a social technical system will
result in a reduction of resistance from employees, the education for the use of
tools and the correct application of a tools to problems. The development of such
a platform will enable these organizations to independently improve their processes and regain proﬁtability.

Steven Jongerden, Aircraft Technician and Honours student Aviation Studies, University of Applied Sciences Amsterdam (HvA).
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“Universapp” – An app for mobile devices to
popularize theoretical high energy physics
Elegant and interesting though it is, theoretical physics can be mathematically
abstract and somewhat esoteric, creating a need for targeted outreach eﬀorts
that are not just informative, but stimulating and interactive. A lot of books have
appeared in the past, but surprisingly little eﬀort has gone into making interactive
applications. We propose to translate the leading ideas of our research ﬁeld into
simple, user-friendly games, under the form of apps for mobile devices. These
will present physics concepts in a simple, fun way through interactive game-play.
A companion web-site with background information will be conveniently linked
to the apps. In a ﬁrst test phase we want to deploy an app in which the player can
design and evolve his own universe, learning the science of the cosmos in a playful manner. In a second phase, we intend to ignite the creation of apps both for a
broad audience and for educational purposes at secondary school and university
level.

Daniel Mayerson is a PhD student and Bert Vercnocke a postdoc from the Institute of Physics of UvA. Both specialize in string theory, a theoretical framework
that uniﬁes all known particle interactions and cosmology at the most fundamental level.
Daniel Mayerson and Bert Vercnocke, UvA, Institute of Physics
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PITSTOP suicide elearning module
Advances in technology, the rise of costs in health care and the need for continuous education of (para) medical professionals have made e-learning a popular
new educational method. E-learning has been used extensively for medical
education (such as for surgery-skills), but not for the training in evidence based
psychological interventions. Adherence to psychiatric guidelines has been disappointing, and via our module we oﬀer an new way to train professionals in
evidence based medicine. To strengthen suicide prevention skills amongst professionals and students in the Netherlands, we developed an e-learning module
based on the recommendation from the recent multidisciplinary guideline on the
assessment and treatment of suicidal behavior (PGSB). Because of our collaboration with the GGZ-academy, which members include over 30 large mental health
institutions, and our collaboration with the Oxford university, we can test the
eﬀectiveness of our module on a large scale. This is an important step forward,
because (some) users remain skeptical of the possible (long term) eﬀectiveness of
e-learning.

Derek de Beurs holds a Master’s degree in both clinical psychology and epidemiology. Currently he is ﬁnishing his PhD on the PITSTOP suicide trial, professionals
in training to stop suicide. E-learning was an important part of the PITSTOP intervention. He also graduated as a jazz guitar player at the Royal Conservatory in
The Hague.
Derek de Beurs, VU, Faculty of psychology and education, department of psychology
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Translatian.org - your vocabulary at hand
Many people would relocate to ﬁnd jobs matching their skills. One of the biggest
barrier though is the lack of language skills. Translatian aims to help with mastering a foreign language.
At Translatian we think a key problem is that people often don’t know how they
can eﬃciently learn their own key expressions. Therefore, we built a toolset, centered around user-created vocabularies that resemble traditional paper-written
vocabularies.
The toolset of Translatian consists of three components crucial to learning a language: a dictionary, a vocabulary and a ﬂash-cards system. All of these components can be found on the internet as separate services or a combination of two.
The novelty of Translatian is that we integrate the three components into a single
platform.
Currently Translatian is capable of providing an individual learning experience,
that can be useful for expats, dedicated students, small classes and as a reading
aide. The potential future beneﬁt of Translatian is to have an in-depth, crowdsourced dictionary, just like Wiktionary, but here the users primarily work for
themselves, hence more motivated to contribute.

The founders of Translatian, Barnabas Szabolcs works for Vanderbron, a
green-energy start-up and Gyorgy Feher is a PhD candidate in theoretical physics,
at UvA.
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Cell phones supporting health and well-being in Gabon
This idea came out from a major concern: the lack of appropriate information
and skills, in the area of preventive medicine, in Africa, which leads to negative
health problems we are facing.
“Education is the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world.”
Nelson Mandela
We strongly believe that education is the key. Therefore, we intend to deliver the
right education directly to the population. With safe, easy and permanent access
to robust medical up dated information, in preventive medicine via cell phones.
Via a complete package called “health facilitator cellular”, delivering health advices via short texting messages and prerecorded voice messages (in French and
major local languages), for speciﬁc indication in the ﬁeld of education, prevention
and advices for health care.

I am José Francisco Fernandes, 33 years old from Guinea Bissau. I am physician
by training, and hold diplomas in Practical Methods in Epidemiology and in Tropical and Parasitic Diseases, and both ﬁelds have become my main ﬁeld of interest.
Since October 2012, I am PhD student, under supervision of Prof. Martin P. Grobusch, at the Academic Medical Center (AMC) Medical Faculty of the University of
Amsterdam.
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Queer Readings of the Hebrew Bible
Because homoeroticism should no longer be the object of the discourse of biblical interpretation and to avoid heteronormativity she introduces several ways of
queer readings that will be applied to selected texts of the Hebrew Bible. All the
relevant texts of the Hebrew Bible concerning “homoeroticism” are presented
within the framework of intertextuality: the legal texts Leviticus 18:22 and 20:13
as well as the creations accounts (Genesis 1 and 2) and the stories of Sodom
(Genesis 19:1-28), of Gibeah (Judges 19), of Ham and Noah (Genesis 9:20-25),
of Saul, Goliath, David and Jonathan (Books of Samuel) and of Ruth, Naomi and
Boaz (Book of Ruth). Furthermore she discusses later homoerotic Jewish interpretations of Joseph, the beautiful young man in the Hebrew Bible. Queer interpretations contribute to the goal altogether of producing more queer ways of living.
Karin Hügel (*1972), is PhD candidate at the University of Amsterdam, Faculty of
Humanities, Religious Studies and external member of the Amsterdam School for
Cultural Analysis and the Amsterdam Research Center for Gender and Sexuality.
Her website is http://www.uva.nl/proﬁle/k.hugel.
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Transactions in Control
Despite of huge risks no provisions are made by public organizations for the
accountability of real estate and land transactions. Since 2009 the risks have become manifest for housing corporations, pension funds and municipalities. The
organizations have appeared to be easy victims of opportunistic and even criminal tradesmen and their confederates. Also essential trading know-how is lacking,
so housing corporations have made bad deals.
The innovation comprises both newly designed queries on the database of the
Cadastre and a front-end database application (Microsoft Acccess). The client receives an automized Microsoft Word report summarizes the results per test item.
A Microsoft Excel ﬁle presents a top-sheet with all tested transactions including
the red ﬂagged ones. All detail information of the tests is put in subsequent
sheets.
The service includes an preliminary examination of the completeness and
correctness of the registration of the client. The examination is accomplished
through a comparative data analysis.
Rik Koolma is graduated as building engineer and PhD in public administration
and organization science. He is business consultant, advising housing corporations on the subject of real estate strategy and performance control. As research
fellow he is publishing on governance, management issues and leadership.
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Sam de Waterman
The amount of children with overweight or obesity in the Netherlands is increasing dramatically. This is mainly caused by unhealthy drinking and eating behaviors developed at a young age. Looking at the social environment of children,
amongst others schools (and hence teachers) have the potential to support children in developing balanced and healthy consumption patterns. However, many
schools still support or allow children to drink sweetened beverages, with negative eﬀects on their weight and development of consumption preferences for the
rest of their life.
Sam de Waterman is an ‘light’ intervention program that helps teachers to make
water drinking more popular (again) in class. Supported with playful narratives
in a small book about the ‘daily life’ of Sam and his friends, children are exposed
to short stories in which water is a solution to many situations (e.g. extinguishing
ﬁre, successful soccer playing, making friends, etc.). Teachers read the stories
once per week during drinking breaks for about 10 weeks. From our pilot study,
we conclude that Sam encourages children and teachers to actually integrate
water drinking in the regular school rhythm. Also, Sam creates conscious and
positively tuned conversations about water and its beneﬁcial characteristics for
the body among the people within the school environment.
The Sam team comprises of three VU Health Science students, specialized in Nutrition, Prevention and Public Health, and one teacher/researcher from the Athena Institute investigating ‘playful tools for learning and reﬂection’.
Marjoleine van der Meij, VU, Faculty of Earth and Life Sciences, Athena Institute
Fellow participants: Esmee van der Willik, Anniek Verschuure, Annemarie Winckers and Simone van der Meer
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Crowded trades as a hidden risk – improved risk management to help avoid the next �inancial crisis
Central clearing counterparties (CCPs) are introduced the world over as a response to the 2008 ﬁnancial crisis. They protect banks against default of other
banks as the CCP takes over any trade commitment of a bank in default. This
avoids a potential ‘domino’ eﬀect in bank default. CCPs however do not eliminate systemic risk. Their collapse might trigger another crisis.
CCPs are particularly vulnerable if multiple traders collapse at the same time.
One source of such risk is when trades crowd on a single security. This risk is
overlooked in standard CCP risk management practice.
The innovation identiﬁes the crowded-risk and proposes improved risk management for CCPs to account for it. The innovation received wide media coverage as,
for example, the Financial Times published its results on the day of the release.
More information: http://albertjmenkveld.org/2014/04/08/crowded-trades-overlooked-risk-ccps/

Albert Menkveld is Professor of Finance at VU University Amsterdam. He was on
visiting positions at various U.S. schools, e.g., UPenn, Stanford, and NYU. He published in leading ﬁnance journals and received several awards, e.g., the Pierson
medal from the Royal Dutch Economic Association. See http://albertjmenkveld.
org.
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Listener’s Tag
As concert venues are starting to acknowledge the potential importance of the
audience turn for the success of their programs, they look for new modes of
concert presentation to regain momentum among younger audiences. However,
few attempts have been made to tap into the body of live audiences to digitally
document and mine real time their creative contribution to the event. The classical concert in particular is still construed as an oﬄine and analog type of social
space resisting the trend toward new forms of connectivity. The aim of the project is to open the black box of the live classical concert audience by developing
a historically sensitive framework, a media strategy and a digital application to
access audiences in a way that is useful to both audience members and to external stakeholders. Using a minimalist, non-visual strategy and ‘earable’ interfaces
connections between listeners and the music performed will be collected through
time-coded markers. The hypothesis is that amassing unique, non-semantic
markers will be suﬃcient as input data for user-relevant connectivity during and
surrounding concerts.

Sander van Maas is senior music researcher at the UvA, Faculty of Humanities.
Nina Westzaan is embedded researcher at the Royal Concertgebouw.
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Cross-Cultural Dementia screening: on our way to improve dementia care
In the Netherlands, 13% of the population is of non-western origin. At the moment, the largest groups of non-western migrants in the country are Turks, Moroccans and Surinamese, which together represent 65% of all non-western immigrants. With the aging and the high prevalence of depression and cardiovascular
diseases, dementia will become a common phenomenon among non-western
immigrants.
Diagnosis of dementia in older non-western immigrants is very diﬃcult because
language barriers, low education or illiteracy and cultural barriers impede the
usual cognitive assessment that is essential for diagnosing dementia.
We developed, validated and standardized a new neuropsychological dementia
screening test, the Cross-Cultural Dementia screening (CCD). The test 1. overcomes the language barrier by using computerized standard instructions in the
language of the participant, 2. is suitable for low-educated or illiterate persons by
requiring almost no general factual knowledge and no reading or writing skills,
and 3. is culturally fair, by using materials that are suitable for people from different cultures. At the moment, the test is available in Turkish, Moroccan Arabic,
Berber, Hindu and Sranantongo, which are the languages of the largest immigrant
populations in the Netherlands.
J.L. Parlevliet, geriatrician and PhD-student at the AMC
Fellow participants: O. Uysal-Bozkir and M. Goudsmit
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Effectivity through affectivity. Supporting affective relations with and through technology
We know little about the aﬀective workings of technology, mainly because there
is little research into the process in which technology-users ﬁt new technologies
into their daily lives. In our studies into the use of technologies, we used anthropological methods to study how people use technologies in their home environment. These studies show that in the process of ﬁtting, the technology gains value for people, or they will stop using it. This process is the social innovation that
is always needed if technological innovations are to be used at all.
Our innovative idea is to develop our understanding of aﬀective relations between people and technology in order to integrate these better in the design of
health care technologies. The aim is to develop rules that support designers to
pay more attention to aﬀective relations that people engage in with and through
their technologies, in order to enhance the value of technology for the user, and,
through this, its actual use: eﬀectivity through aﬀectivity.
Our target-group is older people with chronic disease.

Jeannette Pols works at the section of Medical Ethics of the AMC, and the department of Anthropology, UvA. Alix Wattjes & Taco Walstra work in the Technology
Centre, Faculty of Science, UvA
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The origin the human language
Animals and human beings have in common that they are able to communicate
with each other by meaningful sounds. When an ape, for instance, wants to warn
a fellow member of his community he rises a cry of alarm. When an adult person
sees a child being in danger, he shouts. Both the ape and the human being convey the message ‘danger at hand’ by producing a meaningful sound. But the cry
of alarm is just ‘meaning’ and ‘signiﬁcance’ while the human being uses ‘speech.’
What is the diﬀerence?
The answer is simple: it is technique. For human speech consists of words and
words have both meaning and technical properties. ‘Danger’ for instance has the
meaning ‘be careful’ but technically speaking it is a ‘noun.’
By connecting technical properties to sounds and then by combing these technical properties into phrases human speech came into being. That this true
can be seen by observing a modern language as Dutch where a phrase is being
constructed on the basis of the technical properties of the words such as ‘verb,
‘noun’, adverb, ‘adjective’ etc. and not on the basis of meaning. The same phenomenon can be observed in Latin.

René van Royen, UvA, GARS
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UniCon
UniCon is a mobile application for indoor localization at the campus of the University of Amsterdam. We came up with the idea because we feel that it would
add a lot of value to everyday life at Science Park. We are three master students
of Artiﬁcial Intelligence at the UvA. We started our master with a big group of
people interested in the same subject. But after the ﬁrst semester, the group
was separated as everyone specialized in diﬀerent directions. We rarely see each
other, and a lot of opportunities to exchange new ideas and thoughts are missed.
Also, keeping in touch with friends from other study programs is not always easy
– during break, you don’t want to waste time on asking all of your friends whether they’re at the campus right now or not. The solution to all of this is UniCon.
With this app, you can share your location, given by building and room number,
with your friends. It makes easy to meet by simply looking up who is on the campus at the moment and walking by or contacting them to ask if they have time.
UniCon will keep the university connected.
Timon Kanters, Philipp Beau, Luisa Zintgraf, students UvA, Graduate School of
Informatics
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